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Responding to disgruntled dogs nationwide, Mr. Mutt, Canine Counselor, has solutions to the most sticky dilemmas. But Mr. Mutt
has his own problem to solve: the cat (aka The Queen), who has her own idea of who’s in charge. Now Mr. Mutt is the one who
needs help--quick! Through letters and newspaper clippings--and with plenty of their trademark humor--Janet Stevens and Susan
Stevens Crummel give voice to despairing dogs everywhere.
This edition reflects the authors' insight gained from working with students and teachers across the United States. Chapters
provide the knowledge base and practical application models necessary to implement small-group differentiated reading
instruction for a wide range of readers in the intermediate grades. To help you provide struggling and proficient students with the
specific instruction that will increase their overall reading ability as they face higher standards.--[book cover]
Literacy intervention should be swift and powerful--and this approach by Jan Richardson and Ellen Lewis provides fast results!
After only 6-8 weeks of intervention, students can gain the confidence, proficiency, and skills they need to excel as readers and
exit intervention! Based on Jan's bestselling The Next Step Forward in Guided Reading, this companion volume is intended to be
used together in order to best implement the RISE framework.. The Next Step Forward in Reading Intervention offers intensive,
short-term, targeted instruction in reading, writing, word study, and comprehension. It's a step-by-step handbook for literacy
teachers, literacy coaches, and reading specialists who are looking for a proven reading invention program that really works.
"RISE has truly changed the face of intervention at our school." -- Ranita Glenn, Reading Specialist and RISE instructor, Hardy
Elementary School, Chattanooga, Tennessee
Tips and techniques for teachers to use for teaching in small group situations.
It’s a rainy day when Cam and her classmates arrive at school. Meow! A cat with a spot on its tail is napping near the coat rack.
How did a cat get in their classroom? Did it run away? Click! Read along as Cam solves this easy-to-read cat caper.
Guided reading experts, Jan Richardson and Michèle Dufresne, provide teachers with clear, concise, and practical instructions
and resources for planning and teaching developmentally appropriate word study and phonics lessons. Learn how students solve
words, how to assess what students know and need to learn next, and what sequence, materials and activities to use to help
students become proficient word solvers and independent readers. Works with the familiar Next Step Forward lesson plan
framework from Richardson's best-selling Next Step Forward in Guided Reading. Uses a gradual release of responsibility
approach that guides students to independent word solving. Introduces readers to not just one approach to phonics and word
study--but six. Includes more than 250 ready-to-use word study lessons, leveled from pre-A-Z.
In this Second Edition of this radical social history of America from Columbus to the present, Howard Zinn includes substantial
coverage of the Carter, Reagan and Bush years and an Afterword on the Clinton presidency. Its commitment and vigorous style
mean it will be compelling reading for under-graduate and post-graduate students and scholars in American social history and
American studies, as well as the general reader.
The New York Times best-selling book exploring the counterproductive reactions white people have when their assumptions about
race are challenged, and how these reactions maintain racial inequality. In this “vital, necessary, and beautiful book” (Michael Eric
Dyson), antiracist educator Robin DiAngelo deftly illuminates the phenomenon of white fragility and “allows us to understand
racism as a practice not restricted to ‘bad people’ (Claudia Rankine). Referring to the defensive moves that white people make
when challenged racially, white fragility is characterized by emotions such as anger, fear, and guilt, and by behaviors including
argumentation and silence. These behaviors, in turn, function to reinstate white racial equilibrium and prevent any meaningful
cross-racial dialogue. In this in-depth exploration, DiAngelo examines how white fragility develops, how it protects racial inequality,
and what we can do to engage more constructively.
This teacher's Guided Reading Planbook is sure to keep any reading teacher organized this school year. You will find this
planbook helpful especially when you are writing out your lesson plans and keeping track of your students reading progress during
guided reading. This book will help you stay organized on a daily, weekly, or even monthly basis while also helping you effectively
plan each lesson for various reading groups at different reading levels. This organizer includes 20+ pages of weekly agenda or a
week at a glance calendar pages. This will give the teacher the ability to plan ahead or easily look back on what has been
previously taught in each group. Also includes space for lesson plans and student notes, including space for: Week/Date Group
Number or Students Book Title Level Before Reading - What you would like students to know or do before reading During Reading
- What students should be doing or learning during reading After Reading - An activity or goal for after reading Teaching
Point/Strategy Word Work Activity Flexible space for additional note-taking & more! This is truly a great organizational tool for any
teacher, reading coach, director, etc. Buy yours today and feel prepared for the school year!
Proven methods for teaching reading comprehension to all students The Literacy Cookbook is filled with classroom-tested
techniques for teaching reading comprehension to even the most hard-to-reach students. The book offers a review of approaches
that are targeted for teaching reading, writing, speaking and listening skills. The book also includes information on how to connect
reading, writing, and test prep. Contains accessible and easy-to-adopt recipes for strengthening comprehension, reading, writing,
and oral fluency. Terrific resources are ready for download on the companion website. The materials in this book are aligned with
the English Language Arts Common Core Standards The website includes an ELA Common Core Tracking Sheet, a handy
resource when writing or evaluating curriculum.
Fountas & Pinnell Leveled Literacy Intervention (LLI) is a powerful early intervention system that can change the path of a
student's journey to literacy. The LLI Orange System is specifically targeted at Foundation/Kindergaten students. Please note the
program guide is not suitable for educators who have not yet purchased an LLI Orange System. This component is only available
separately so that schools with the LLI Orange System can purchase additional copies of the program guide if they require. Find
out more about the Fountas & Pinnell LLI System at www.pearson.com.au/primary/LLI
The acclaimed editor of The New York Times Book Review takes readers on a nostalgic tour of the pre-Internet age, offering
powerful insights into both the profound and the seemingly trivial things we've lost. “A deft blend of nostalgia, humor and
devastating insights.”—People Remember all those ingrained habits, cherished ideas, beloved objects, and stubborn preferences
from the pre-Internet age? They’re gone. To some of those things we can say good riddance. But many we miss terribly.
Whatever our emotional response to this departed realm, we are faced with the fact that nearly every aspect of modern life now
takes place in filtered, isolated corners of cyberspace—a space that has slowly subsumed our physical habitats, replacing or
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transforming the office, our local library, a favorite bar, the movie theater, and the coffee shop where people met one another’s
gaze from across the room. Even as we’ve gained the ability to gather without leaving our house, many of the fundamentally
human experiences that have sustained us have disappeared. In one hundred glimpses of that pre-Internet world, Pamela Paul,
editor of The New York Times Book Review, presents a captivating record, enlivened with illustrations, of the world before
cyberspace—from voicemails to blind dates to punctuation to civility. There are the small losses: postcards, the blessings of an
adolescence largely spared of documentation, the Rolodex, and the genuine surprises at high school reunions. But there are
larger repercussions, too: weaker memories, the inability to entertain oneself, and the utter demolition of privacy. 100 Things
We’ve Lost to the Internet is at once an evocative swan song for a disappearing era and, perhaps, a guide to reclaiming just a
little bit more of the world IRL.
A lonely cockroach named Crickwing has a creative idea that saves the day for the leaf-cutter ants when their fierce forest
enemies attack them.
Stay on top of being organized with your reading groups and levels with the Guided Reading Teacher's Plan Book this school year!
Guided reading can be overwhelming and this organizer would make a great organizational tool at your fingertips to use in the
classroom. It will save you time and make planning small reading groups easy with planner layouts that provide plenty of space
for: Weekly Planning (Week at a Glance Undated Calendar Pages) Guided Reading Lesson Plan Template: Group/Students and
Date Book Title and Reading Level Teaching Point/Strategy Word Work Vocabulary Before Reading, During Reading & After
Reading Note Section 3. Guided Reading Group Note Pages (to record your observations and write notes on individual students up to 6 students max. per page) 8.5 x 11 inches soft glossy cover, 120 pages (Perfect bound). This planner is perfect for you if you
are a small reading group teacher, reading intervention teacher, special education teacher or ELL Teacher who require a simple
and effective tool for planning and organizing guided reading!
Stay on top of being organized with your reading groups and levels with the Guided Reading Teacher's Plan Book this school year!
Guided reading can be overwhelming and this organizer would make a great organizational tool at your fingertips to use in the
classroom. It will save you time and make planning small reading groups easy with planner layouts that provide plenty of space
for: Weekly Planning (Week at a Glance Undated Calendar Pages) Guided Reading Lesson Plan Template: Group/Students and
Date Book Title and Reading Level Teaching Point/Strategy Word Work Vocabulary Before Reading, During Reading & After
Reading Note Section 3. Guided Reading Group Note Pages (to record your observations and write notes on individual students up to 6 students max. per page) 8.5 x 11 inches soft matte cover, 120 pages (Perfect bound). This planner is perfect for you if you
are a small reading group teacher, reading intervention teacher, special education teacher or ELL Teacher who require a simple
and effective tool for planning and organizing guided reading!
Teachers facing the challenge of meeting the diverse reading needs of students will find the structure and tools they need in Jan
Richardson's powerful approach to guided reading. Richardson has identified the essential components of an effective guided
reading lesson: targeted assessments, data analysis that pinpoints specific strategies students need, and the use of guided writing
to support the reading process. Each chapter contains planning sheets to help teachers analyze assessments in order to group
students and select a teaching focus Includes detailed, ready-to-go lesson plans for all stages of reading: emergent, early,
transitional, and fluent
Canada's beloved comic genius tells his own story for the first time. What is Rick Mercer going to do now? That was the question
on everyone's lips when the beloved comedian retired his hugely successful TV show after 15 seasons—and at the peak of its
popularity. The answer came not long after, when he roared back in a new role as stand-up-comedian, playing to sold-out houses
wherever he appeared. And then Covid-19 struck. And his legions of fans began asking again: What is Rick Mercer going to do
now? Well, for one thing, he's been writing a comic masterpiece. For the first time, this most private of public figures has turned the
spotlight on himself, in a memoir that's as revealing as it is hilarious. In riveting anecdotal style, Rick charts his rise from highly
unpromising schoolboy ("Rick still owes 15 dollars to the chocolate bar fundraiser" was one of the less brutal items on a typical
report) to heights of TV fame, by way of an amazing break as a teenager when his one-man show, "Show Me the Button, I'll Push
It. Or, Charles Lynch Must Die," became an overnight sensation—thanks in part to a bizarre ambush by its target, Charles Lynch
himself. That's one story you won't soon forget, and this book is full of them. There's the tale of how little Rick stole a tree from the
neighbours that's set to become a new Christmas classic. There's Rick the aspiring actor—hitting the road as a new young punk in
a vanload of hippies and appearing on stage in Shakespeare—and a wealth of behind-scenes revelations about This Hour Has 22
Minutes, Made in Canada, Talking to Americans and the coming of the mega-hit Rick Mercer Report. It's a life so packed with
incident and laughter we can only hope that a future answer to "What is Rick Mercer going to do now?" is: "Write volume two."
NULL
In 1957, a young girl is torn between life in the neighborhood she grew up in and fitting in at the school she now attends.
Instructs educators on using the CAFE system to develop student's reading skills and promote comprehension, including
information on tracking growth and how to talk to students.
JAMIE THINKS HER FATHER CAN DO ANYTHING.... UNTIL THE ONE TIME HE CAN DO NOTHING. When twelve-year-old
Jamie Dexter's brother joins the Army and is sent to Vietnam, Jamie is plum thrilled. She can't wait to get letters from the front
lines describing the excitement of real-life combat: the sound of helicopters, the smell of gunpowder, the exhilaration of being right
in the thick of it. After all, they've both dreamed of following in the footsteps of their father, the Colonel. But TJ's first letter isn't a
letter at all. It's a roll of undeveloped film, the first of many. What Jamie sees when she develops TJ's photographs reveals a whole
new side of the war. Slowly the shine begins to fade off of Army life - and the Colonel. How can someone she's worshipped her
entire life be just as helpless to save her brother as she is? From the author of the Edgar Award-winning Dovey Coe comes a
novel, both timely and timeless, about the sacrifices we make for what we believe and the people we love.

The New York Times–bestselling time management book from the author of The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People.
Stephen R. Covey’s First Things First is the gold standard for time management books. His principle-centered approach
for prioritizing gives you time management tips that enable you to make changes and sacrifices needed in order to obtain
happiness and retain a feeling of security. First Things First: The Interactive Edition takes Dr. Covey’s philosophy and
remasters the entire text to include easy-to-understand infographics, analysis, and more. This time-saving version of First
Things First is the efficient way to apply Dr. Covey’s tested and validated time management tips, while retaining his core
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message. This guide will help you: • Get more done in less time • Develop and retain rich relationships • Attain inner
peace • Create balance in your life • And, put first things first “Covey is the hottest self-improvement consultant to hit US
business since Dale Carnegie.” —USA Today “Covey has reached the apex with First Things First. This is an important
work. I can’t think of anyone who wouldn’t be helped by reading it.” —Larry King, CNN “These goals embody a perfect
balance of the mental, the physical, the spiritual, and the social.” —Booklist
Describes the philosophy of the Daily 5 teaching structure and includes a collection of literacy tasks for students to
complete daily.
This is a brief exploration of running records, explaining why to use them, how they relate to teaching, and how to
administer them.
Jan Richardson s highly anticipated update to the classic bestseller The Next Step in Guided Reading helps you and your
students move forward."
In this fully revised and expanded third edition of the bestselling Reciprocal Teaching at Work, Lori D. Oczkus provides
both tried-and-true and fresh solutions for teaching reading comprehension. Reciprocal teaching is a scaffolded
discussion technique that builds on the Fab Four strategies that good readers use to understand text: predicting,
questioning, clarifying, and summarizing. With a focus on these four evidence-based and classroom-tested strategies,
Oczkus presents new ways to use reciprocal teaching to improve students' comprehension while actively engaging them
in learning and encouraging independence. Appealing to students and teachers alike, reciprocal teaching encompasses
social aspects of teaching and learning with modeling, think-alouds, and discussion. This helpful guide is packed with
fresh material, including * More than 40 new and updated step-by-step lessons and minilessons that reflect current
thinking and best practice. * Dozens of rich suggestions for diving into informational texts. * Updated research and
relevant results that show the effectiveness of reciprocal teaching. * Creative and targeted tips that capitalize on the
specific benefits of whole-class settings, guided reading groups, and literature circles. * Ideas for differentiating
instruction for struggling readers and English language learners. * New and newly designed support materials, including
reproducibles, posters, bookmarks, and a lesson planning menu. With a wealth of ideas to get you started—and keep you
going—this is the all-inclusive resource you need to help students become active, engaged, and independent readers who
truly comprehend what they read. Reviews and Testimonials "Literacy coach and author Lori Oczkus knows how to take
the best of what works from long-established research and showcase it to make teaching and learning more effective,
engaging, and enjoyable. In her latest edition of Reciprocal Teaching at Work, she demonstrates how to scaffold
instruction so that all K–12 students can benefit from reciprocal teaching techniques, what she calls the "Fab
Four"—predicting, questioning, clarifying, and summarizing—in whole-group, guided reading, and book club settings, for
both fiction and informational texts. In clearly delineated lessons and minilessons, Lori deftly shares how to support
students' learning, including English language learners and students who struggle, so they can successfully apply and
monitor those four discussion strategies—as well as troubleshoot problems—to yield significant progress in their reading
comprehension. Filled with great practical ideas, this gem of a book is a must-have for all literacy educators!" —Regie
Routman, author of Read, Write, Lead; Literacy Essentials, and Reading Essentials "Reciprocal teaching works to push
students into deeper learning. There are decades of research on the impact of this instructional approach, and this book
shows you how to implement and refine the practice such that all students succeed." —Doug Fisher, author of Checking
for Understanding and Visible Learning for Literacy "One of the great instructional research discoveries of the past three
decades has been the efficacy of reciprocal teaching for improving student learning and reading comprehension. More
than anyone, Lori Oczkus has explored practical ways for making reciprocal teaching an integral part of nearly any
classroom setting. This current work by Lori represents the epitome of her work in translating reciprocal teaching
research into practice. Readers will find this immensely readable book filled with strategies that can be easily
implemented and that will improve student learning. If you are interested in improving your students' reading
achievement, you need to read this book!" —Timothy Rasinski, author of The Fluent Reader and Close Reading with
Paired Texts "In this new edition of Reciprocal Teaching at Work, Lori Oczkus offers new thinking while reinforcing the
best practices that make her ideas timeless. Through these engaging lessons and smart instructional moves, you will
empower your students to build the confidence and competence they need to become strong, independent readers."
—Donalyn Miller, author of The Book Whisperer "On every page of this book, in every activity and plan, the voice of a
gifted and empowering teacher inspires the reader. In a major revision of her classic work, Lori Oczkus engages the
immediacy and demands of today's classrooms with the most robust constellation of strategies for teaching
comprehension. She compellingly demonstrates how the "Fab Four" are engaged across the grades, and she powerfully
scaffolds, supports, and reassures teachers in their efforts to incorporate reciprocal teaching across a broad
communication, textual, and digital terrain." —Shane Templeton, Foundation Professor Emeritus of Literacy Studies
University of Nevada, Reno, NV
Revealing glimpses of the Philippine Revolution and the Filipino writer Jose Rizal emerge despite the worst efforts of
feuding academics in Apostol’s hilariously erudite novel, which won the Philippine National Book Award. Gina Apostol’s
riotous second novel takes the form of a memoir by one Raymundo Mata, a half-blind bookworm and revolutionary,
tracing his childhood, his education in Manila, his love affairs, and his discovery of writer and fellow revolutionary, Jose
Rizal. Mata’s 19th-century story is complicated by present-day foreword(s), afterword(s), and footnotes from three
fiercely quarrelsome and comic voices: a nationalist editor, a neo-Freudian psychoanalyst critic, and a translator, Mimi C.
Magsalin. In telling the contested and fragmentary story of Mata, Apostol finds new ways to depict the violence of the
Spanish colonial era, and to reimagine the nation’s great writer, Jose Rizal, who was executed by the Spanish for his
revolutionary activities, and is considered by many to be the father of Philippine independence. The Revolution According
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to Raymundo Mata offers an intoxicating blend of fact and fiction, uncovering lost histories while building dazzling,
anarchic modes of narrative.
Edited by Philip Thody, translated by Ellen Conroy Kennedy. "Here now, for the first time in a complete English
translation, we have Camus' three little volumes of essays, plus a selection of his critical comments on literature and his
own place in it. As might be expected, the main interest of these writings is that they illuminate new facets of his usual
subject matter."--The New York Times Book Review "...a new single work for American readers that stands among the
very finest."--The Nation
A combination assessment tool and guide for teaching identifies the literacy goals appropriate to grades PreK-eight and offers
tools to help analyze students' strengths and identify areas needing teaching support.
Bella runs, jumps, walks, swims, sits and naps.
Applying principles from Linda and Carla's latest book, Interventions That Work: A Comprehensive Intervention Model for
Reversing Reading Failure, their DVD series,Interventions that Work illustrates how teachers use data to implement researchbased interventions—from kindergarten to eighth grade–that transform struggling students into successful readers and writers. The
interventions are part of the authors' Comprehensive Intervention Model (CIM), a design for preventing reading failure in the early
grades and reversing reading failure in the upper grades. The Guided Reading Plus (GRP) collection includes two disks of
classroom video, lesson plans, and a wealth of resources along with a facilitator's guide for training and implementing the small
group intervention. The GRP video collection is structured to provide training and support for teachers in learning about Guided
Reading Plus as an intervention for struggling readers and as an intervention for their school's Response to Intervention (RTI)
plan. Features: Provides a small-group intervention, based on the authors' Comprehension for Intervention Model (CIM) ,for
students in grades three and beyond who are lagging behind their peers in reading. Consists of a series of 30-minute daily reading
and writing lessons designed to promote students' knowledge of genre and text structures through in-depth units of study. Includes
opportunities for teachers to collect systematic data for progress monitoring. Guides teachers in implementing explicit teaching and
concrete examples to assist struggling readers to develop efficient strategies for problem solving in texts and to comprehend the
message at deeper levels. Features two disks: Disk One contains supplemental materials such as the Facilitators' Guide, Power
Point Presentation slides, guide sheet of lesson components, planners, Text Map/Writing Guide, and mentor texts for personal
narrative. Disk Two contains CFG video lessons in reading and writing based on a unit of study for personal narrative texts. This
disk is divided into four chapters with each chapter representing a unique phase with a total of 13 episodes under the phases. The
episodes take place over a period of four weeks.
Esperanza Rising joins the Scholastic Gold line, which features award-winning and beloved novels. Includes exclusive bonus
content! Esperanza thought she'd always live a privileged life on her family's ranch in Mexico. She'd always have fancy dresses, a
beautiful home filled with servants, and Mama, Papa, and Abuelita to care for her. But a sudden tragedy forces Esperanza and
Mama to flee to California and settle in a Mexican farm labor camp. Esperanza isn't ready for the hard work, financial struggles
brought on by the Great Depression, or lack of acceptance she now faces. When Mama gets sick and a strike for better working
conditions threatens to uproot their new life, Esperanza must find a way to rise above her difficult circumstances-because Mama's
life, and her own, depend on it.
Much has been written on the topic of guided reading over the last twenty years, but no other leaders in literacy education have
championed the topic with such depth and breadth as Irene Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell. In the highly anticipated second edition
of Guided Reading, Fountas and Pinnell remind you of guided reading's critical value within a comprehensive literacy system, and
the reflective, responsive teaching required to realize its full potential. Now with Guided Reading, Second Edition, (re)discover the
essential elements of guided reading through: a wider and more comprehensive look at its place within a coherent literacy system
a refined and deeper understanding of its complexity an examination of the steps in implementation-from observing and assessing
literacy behaviors, to grouping in a thoughtful and dynamic way, to analyzing texts, to teaching the lesson the teaching for systems
of strategic actions a rich text base that can support and extend student learning the re-emerging role of shared reading as a way
to lead guided and independent reading forward the development of managed independent learning across the grades an in-depth
exploration of responsive teaching the role of facilitative language in supporting change over time in students' processing systems
the identification of high-priority shifts in learning to focus on at each text level the creation of a learning environment within which
literacy and language can flourish. Through guided reading, students learn how to engage in every facet of the reading process
and apply their reading power to all literacy contexts. Also check out our new on-demand mini-course: Introducing Texts Effectively
in Guided Reading Lessons
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